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The thing that is nice about Perl is it's a language for getting you. You know, if
your regular program is for getting you from zero to 60 miles an hour, Perl’s the
language for getting you from 60 to 100 miles an hour.
— Larry Wall, creator of Perl
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Course Description

Course Description
Welcome to Quessing’s CGI/Perl Fundamentals. This two-day course provides an in-depth
understanding and hands-on knowledge of the capabilities of the de facto Internet clientserver communications protocol: Common Gateway Interface (better known as CGI).
In this course, you will learn about the specifications of the CGI protocol, details regarding its
operation, and how to use the Perl programming language to perform common and powerful
CGI communications and processing tasks on a Web server.
To get the most from this course, you should have a thorough understanding of and
experience with HTML 4.0. Experience with a programming language is not necessary, but
will speed your progress.

Student Files
Some of the lessons for this course require student files (provided with this course on floppy
disk or CD-ROM). These files must be copied to the Windows Desktop of your computer
(step-by-step install instructions are included in the next section). Do not change the names of
the files or the exercise instructions will become incorrect.

Prerequisites
Quessing’s HTML 4.0 Fundamentals
Quessing’s HTML 4.0 Intermediate
Quessing’s HTML 4.0 Advanced

Course Objectives




The course takes you through the basics of Web servers, CGI programming, Perl
programming, and discusses CGI methods with many useful and common examples. These
examples include:

 

Outputting dynamically generated HTML to a Web browser
Processing data from an HTML form
Saving data to a Web server





A solid knowledge of HTML 4.0, including forms and form properties, is assumed. See
Quessing’s HTML 4.0 Advanced for an in-depth review of HTML forms. In addition, students
should be familiar with uploading files to a Web server via FTP (File Transfer Protocol).

© 2000 Quessing Internet Courseware
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Software Required For This Course
To properly take or deliver this course, you will need the following software applications:
Web Server: you must have, at a minimum, FTP access to a CGI-capable Web
server (such as Apache, Microsoft IIS, Netscape iPlanet, or any other
commercially available Web server) in order to upload, test, and run your scripts.
Perl: Perl version 5.004 or later (version 5.6 is the most current) must be installed
on your Web server. Perl is already installed on most Web servers; check with
your system administrator to ensure it is installed on your server.
Web Browser: a Web browser is required. Netscape Navigator/Communicator
3.x or later, Internet Explorer 3.x or later, or Opera version 2 or later.
Text Editor: a basic text editor, such as Notepad, WordPad or similar, is required
for this course. Microsoft Word or Corel WordPerfect can be used, but care must
be taken to save all files in text-only format.

Installing the Student Files
The student files necessary for CGI/Perl Fundamentals are archived on the Student Files
CD-ROM. Follow these steps to install the student files:
1. Insert the Student Files CD-ROM into the appropriate drive on your computer.
2. Using Windows Explorer (file manager) or another file management utility, locate
the file named cgi-1.exe and copy it to your Windows Desktop.
On the CD-ROM, single-click cgi-1.exe and right-click.
On the shortcut menu that appears, select Copy.
On your Desktop, be sure your mouse pointer is not on an icon or application
and right-click.




Select Paste. This will copy the cgi-1.exe file from the Student Files
CD-ROM to your Windows Desktop.

 

3. On your desktop, double-click cgi-1.exe.





4. The WinZip Self-Extractor dialog box will appear. Click the Unzip button.

5. If the files were decompressed and installed correctly, an alert box will appear that
indicates this.
6. In the CGI-1 directory, double click readme.txt. This will open the file in
Notepad. Carefully read the readme.txt file prior to taking or teaching this
course. Close Notepad after you have completely read the readme.txt.

viii
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Course Conventions

Course Conventions
General Conventions
File and directory names

Courier font:
Upload environment.pl to your server.

Text to be typed by student

Bold Courier font:
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;

Web page hyperlinks

Bold and underlined:
Click the here link to view the plain text file.

New terms, text to be emphasized, Web
page titles

Italic:

Keyboard functions

All caps, enclosed in wickets:

A scalar variable is a variable that holds one thing.

Press <TAB> to advance to the next field.
Icons, buttons, text fields, dialog boxes,
dialog box elements, pulldown menus,
menu items

Bold:
At the bottom of the form, click the Submit button.

Internet Addresses
Uniform Resource Locator

Bold Courier font:
www.quessing.com

E-mail address

Bold Courier font:
webmaster@quessing.com

Keyboard Shortcuts
Save a file in Microsoft Notepad

<ALT + F>, S

Soft Return

<SHIFT + ENTER>

Go back to previous e-mail header field

<SHIFT> + <TAB>

Reply to e-mail message

<CTRL + R>

Open new e-mail message

<CTRL + N>

Send an e-mail message

<CTRL + ENTER>
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Legend

Definition

A definition or clarification of a new term.

Example

An illustration of the subject matter being
reviewed.

Java Note

Java-specific information or tips driven by the
core learning objectives of the course.

NetQuote

Quote by a famous or significant individual
regarding the history or any other characteristic
of the Internet. NetQuotes are sometimes
enlightening or entertaining, but always provide
perspective to the subject matter being
reviewed.

NetResult

In Exercises, the result of specific actions
taken. Most Exercises have multiple
NetResults.

Note

x

Supplemental, but important, information
regarding the subject matter being reviewed.

Scenario

Typically preceding an Exercise, Scenarios are
examples that “set the stage” or provide a realworld context in which to analyze the subject
matter being reviewed.

TechTip

Technical supplement to the core course.
TechTips are intended to expand your
knowledge beyond the primary goals of this
course.

TriviaTip

Trivial information regarding the Internet.
Similar to NetQuotes, TriviaTips lend
substance, perspective, and background.

Warning

Important—sometimes critical—information;
unlike TriviaTips or NetQuotes, Warnings are
not supplemental, but pertain directly to the
subject matter being reviewed.
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CGI: Beyond HTML
HTML is a great way to format and present information on the World Wide Web, but it has
many limitations. First, HTML is static, which means that the information on any particular
Web page does not change unless the Web designer decides to change it and manually
performs the updates. Regardless of how many times a Web user accesses the same URL, the
content of the Web page never changes.
Second, HTML data is preset, which is another way of saying that the Web designer, not the
user, decides what can be seen and when a user can see it. The only thing a user can do is
click on a link, and the only thing a Web site can do it display a static, preset Web page.

Enter the CGI
The CGI, or Common Gateway Interface, was designed to improve upon this scheme and
make Web pages more interesting, more interactive, and more useful for both the users
viewing the pages and the Webmasters responsible for their construction.
The Common Gateway Interface is not a programming language, but rather a protocol that
Web servers use to perform tasks beyond simply sending Web pages to a Web browser.
Common: a protocol that is available to any number of programs.
Gateway: the well-defined way that the Web server should handle information.
Interface: a way for a Web server to communicate.
In other words, “Common Gateway Interface” means: “A well-defined way for a Web server
to communicate with any number of other programs.” This is exactly the manner in which the
CGI protocol is used.

In this course “CGI Protocol” refers to the Common Gateway
Interface Protocol itself . “CGI,” “CGI programs,” or “CGI scripts”
refer to computer programs that follow the CGI Protocol standard.

CGI Capabilities

 





CGI programs can perform many useful things, including:
Creating Web pages in real-time




Redirecting the browser to a page that the user needs
Communicating to users and Webmasters via e-mail

Saving or routing information collected through the browser

2
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In fact, a CGI provides access to any information or service on a Web server that cannot be
handled through straight HTML. If it can be done by your Web server (or any computer
connected to the Web server), you can write a CGI that will allow it to be done through a
Web browser.
Some people use CGIs for guestbooks and page counters; others use CGI to run complex
Web sites, such as eBay or Yahoo!. Still others use it to connect their refrigerators and hot
tubs to the Internet. The sky is the limit when it comes to CGI.




 





Figure 1-1: A page from Yahoo! featuring many CGIs

© 2000 Quessing Internet Courseware
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How a Web Server Functions
Before moving on to how a CGI does its magic, it is important to first understand the
relationship between a Web server and a Web browser. Put simply, a Web server is any
computer program that uses the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to provide information
to Web browsers using the Internet. HTTP is the protocol that Web servers and Web
browsers use to communicate with one another.

Protocol: a technical term for any type of standardized, formal
communication. People follow protocols whenever they say “please” and
“thank you.” Computers use protocols in the same manner. It is a method
for individual computers to formally and efficiently communicate.

Request and Response
The CGI Protocol allows Web browsers to request what they want and Web servers to send
back whatever is requested. If a Web browser needs to display a Web page, it asks a Web
server for it by sending an HTTP “request” via the Internet. After the Web server receives the
request, it checks its directories to see if the Web page requested exists, and—if so—returns
the Web page to the browser by sending an HTTP “response” with the contents of the file.
If the server does not have the file requested, it may send a different kind of response, such as
the common “404 – File not found” message that all Web users have seen. All of this
“request” and “response” business is handled automatically by a Web browser and Web
server. All a user sees is the final product: a successfully transmitted Web page.
Figure 1-2 demonstrates how a Web server and Web browser communicate with each other
and how a CGI or a database fits into the equation.

CGI

Client Machine
(Using Browser)

Client request

Web server




Other server

 

TCP/IP

Server response

Database A





Database B

Figure 1-2: How a Web server and Web browser interact

4
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Web Server Software
There are many different Web server applications available to serve Web pages and handle
CGIs. By far, the two most popular Web servers are:
Apache
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS)

Apache vs. IIS
Apache is used on the majority of Web servers today (over 60%), with IIS coming in second
with more than 25% of the Web server market. In general, if your Web server uses the UNIX
operating system, it is more than likely running Apache; if your Web server runs Windows
NT or Windows 2000, it is probably using IIS.

CGI Implementation Basically Identical
Although Apache and IIS are different products running on different operating systems, the
process for writing CGIs on them is basically identical. There are some peculiarities to each
server, though, especially with UNIX. The differences that affect CGI programming are
covered in this course in the appropriate lessons.

Apache is an Open Source program and is free to anyone who wants
to use it. Contrary to popular opinion, it does not get its name from a
Native American Indian tribe. Apache gets its name from being “a
patchy” combination of existing source code and a series of “patch
files.”
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The CGI Protocol
The standard system of Web browser “request” followed by Web server “response” works
well if all you ever need your Web server to do is serve plain HTML files. Using CGI,
however, is different. Instead of simply getting the requested file “as-is” and returning it to
the browser, a Web server hands the request off to the CGI program and then relies on the
CGI itself to handle the response to the browser.
This is a very useful process because, after the program receives the request from the Web
server, it is then free to do whatever it is you programmed it to do—which may or may not
include sending HTML back to the browser to notify the user of the status of the program.

CGI In a Nutshell
In a nutshell, this is what the Common Gateway Interface Protocol is all about: it establishes
a standard for how Web servers send information to a CGI program, what information is sent,
and how a CGI is supposed to send information back to a browser. In technical terms, these
three parts are:
STDIN: short for “Standard Input,” an old UNIX term. This is where a CGI
program can expect to receive input from the Web server.
ENVIRONMENT: a special set of information that the Web server always sends
the CGI, including data such as the type of browser that made the request, the
URL of the Web page that linked to the CGI, etc.
STDOUT: short for “Standard Output,” another old UNIX term. This is where a
CGI should send information that it wants the Web server to relay back to the
browser.

You Are Now An Expert…Almost
Believe it or not, this is almost everything there is to know regarding the CGI Protocol. Any
program on a Web server that follows this protocol is a “CGI,” “CGI program,” or “CGI
script.” They all mean the same thing, and you will hear them used interchangeably in this
course and elsewhere.

CGI is a protocol, not a programming language.
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CGI Programming Languages
Until now, the discussion has been regarding the CGI Protocol and the role of a CGI program
in Web server-Web browser communications. However, what programming languages can be
used to create CGIs? The answer is: “Any of them,” or, perhaps more specifically, “Any
language your Web server platform supports.” In truth, there are dozens of programming
languages in which you can write a CGI, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.

Available CGI Programming Languages
Below is a brief list of some of the CGI programming languages available:
AppleScript
C/C++
Perl
Python
Server-side JavaScript
Server-side Java
Tcl/Tk
Shell
VBScript

Differences Between CGI Languages
Some of these languages are easier to program than others; some run faster, some slower. The
language that you choose for your CGI will depend greatly on the type of job you need it to
perform and the amount of time in which you have to do it.




 

Perl is the Most Popular

The most popular CGI programming language is Perl. This is due to its relatively easy
learning curve, its powerful text-handling abilities, and the fact that it runs on virtually every
kind of Web server. This course focuses on the Perl language exclusively; however,
depending on your situation, you may find that some other CGI language fits your needs
better.
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Lesson 1 Summary
► CGI stands for Common Gateway Interface and is a protocol, not a programming

language.
► The Common Gateway Interface Protocol sets the standard on how the Web server sends

information to a CGI program, what information is sent, and how a CGI is supposed to
send information back to the browser.
► A Web server and a Web browser communicate via the HyperText Transfer Protocol

(HTTP). Web browsers request Web pages via HTTP “requests,” and Web servers
answer via HTTP “responses.”
► When a browser requests a CGI instead of a Web page, the Web server passes the request

directly to the CGI and lets the CGI decide how to respond to the Web browser.
► The three main parts of the CGI protocol are STDIN, ENVIRONMENT, and STDOUT.
► STDIN is the way a CGI gets information from a Web server.
► ENVIRONMENT is a special set of information that the Web server passes to each CGI

as it passes the HTTP request.
► STDOUT is where a CGI sends information that it wants the Web server to relay back to

the browser.
► A CGI can be written in any computer language that the Web server platform supports.
► The most popular CGI programming language is Perl due to its relatively easy learning-

curve, its powerful text-handling abilities, and because it runs on virtually every kind of
Web server.
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Notes
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History of Perl
The Perl programming language was created in 1986 by Larry Wall, a UNIX systems
administrator San Francisco. The programming languages available to Mr. Wall at the time
included very powerful (but very difficult to program) languages, such as C, and much
simpler (yet much less powerful) scripting languages, such as sed and awk. What Mr. Wall
wanted was a programming language that was powerful enough to do what he wanted, yet
simple enough to program and easy to use. Thus, he created Perl.

Perl: Practical Extraction and Report Language.

The “extraction” and “report” parts refer to the original purpose of Perl: to provide a powerful
tool for system administrators to extract text data out of UNIX files and create and/or print
reports based on the results of that data.

Perl & CGI
After the World Wide Web emerged, and after Webmasters realized they needed a language
to program CGIs, they naturally turned to Perl. First, Perl was probably already installed on
their Web server, because most Web servers were (and still are) run on UNIX computers.
Secondly, Perl is relatively easy for most people to learn.
Lastly, because Perl was originally an “extraction and reporting” language, it was designed to
do exactly what Webmasters needed it to do: read in text (HTML), process it, and then output
more text (HTML) to a browser. It was a natural fit. As a result, Perl became the most
popular CGI language on the Internet.

“Perl is the duct tape of the Internet.”




— Hassan Schroeder, Sun’s first Webmaster

 

Perl Distribution





Perl is distributed under the GNU License, which means that anyone can use, modify,
distribute, or even resell the language free of charge, as long as any modifications to the
language are made freely available to others. Because of this, Perl has grown tremendously in
power and flexibility thanks to the thousands of people who have donated their time and
energy to the Perl project.
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Free Doesn’t Hurt
This free distribution model has also contributed to Perl’s popularity because anyone who
wants to use it can simply download and install it on their computer. In addition, there are
ready-made versions of Perl that work with both Windows and Macintosh computer systems,
and Perl has been successfully ported to many other operating systems.

See www.gnu.ai.mit.edu/ for more information regarding the
GNU project and GNU licensing.

Perl Documentation
Perl ships with a fine set of documentation. The perl.com Web site has a complete set of
documentation, plus other helpful links available at www.perl.com/pub/doc.
The standard Perl documentation (support files) are also installed whenever the Perl
interpreter is installed. How you access the standard documentation on your computer
depends on the hardware platform on which Perl is installed. Table 2-1 lists instructions for
accessing this documentation on UNIX, Windows, and Macintosh computers.

Platform

Documentation Source

UNIX
(including Linux, BSD, etc.)

From a telnet command prompt, type "man perl".
"man" is short for "manual" and is the standard way
that documentation is distributed and accessed in
UNIX.
"man perl" will display a list of all the various Perl
documents covering different topics, such as
"perlfunc" for Perl functions and "perlsyn" for Perl
syntax. Type "man perlfunc" to read each document.
Type "man man" if you want to know more about
reading documents using "man".




Windows
(95/98/2000/NT)

The Activestate installation of Perl on Windows
installs the complete Perl documentation in HTML
format on the hard drive. Access it by selecting Start
> Activestate Perl > Perl Documentation.

Macintosh

From the MacPerl application, all of the Perl
documents are accessible from the Help menu bar.





 

Table 2-1: Reading the Perl documentation on different platforms
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Perl Philosophy
Before the nuts and bolts of Perl programming are presented to you, it is important to cover
three of the basic philosophical tenets of Perl.

Good Code = Code That Works
This may seem a little obvious, but it is more true in Perl that almost any other language:
there is no “right” or “wrong” way to program in Perl. If your program functions as you
desire, you did it right. There is no need to be embarrassed by how your program works, or
by how little you know. No one will ridicule you. All that matters is the finished product.

TMTOWTDI
Another thing to remember is “TMTOWTDI,” (pronounced “tim-tow-dee”) or “There’s More
Than One Way To Do It.” There is never (well, almost never) only one way to accomplish a
particular task in Perl. Some ways might be faster than others, some might be easier or harder
to understand, but they are all equal under the eyes of Perl. Because, as Larry Wall posits,
“Good code is code that works.”
Remember “TMTOWTDI” as you progress through this course. All of the lessons and
examples are presented from one (and only one) perspective, using the easiest to understand,
most basic method available. The more you learn about Perl, the more options you will have
available, allowing you to write programs that are faster and more efficient than the examples
presented here (but requiring more knowledge and experience).

“Q: How many Perl programmers does it take to change a light bulb?
A: How many ways do you want it done?”
— Larry Wall, creator of Perl

“Easy Things Should Be Easy, Hard Things Should Be Possible”




 

This is one of Larry Wall’s fundamental concepts of what Perl should provide to any
programmer. If you have an easy job to do, programming Perl to do it should be easy. If you
have a difficult job to do, Perl should at least provide you with the means to do it (though the
way to do it probably will not be easy.) One of the amazing things about Perl is the huge
range of tasks that actually fall into the “easy” category, including programming CGIs.
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Perl Advantages & Disadvantages
Every programming language has its good points and its bad points, and Perl is no exception,
as you will learn in this section.

Perl Advantages
Perl is an extremely powerful text processor: it can fold, spindle, and
manipulated text files in extremely complicated ways with very little
programming effort.
Perl is portable: if you write a Perl program on one type of computer, chances are
it will run without modification on any other type of computer that also has Perl
installed.
Perl is easy to learn: with just a few basic concepts, almost anyone can learn how
to program in Perl.
Perl is easy to debug: most often, Perl will inform you of any problems with your
program so you can repair them.
Perl is extensible: although it is relatively easy to learn to do simple things, Perl
is capable of much more complex functions when you are ready to use them.

Perl Disadvantages
Perl is interpreted, not compiled: (see below) this means that Perl programs tend
to run slower than other languages such as C/C++.
Perl syntax can be cryptic: Perl uses many punctuation marks to do important
things, which means that code tends to be shorter and more compact, but it also
tends to be more mysterious. This has caused some people to refer to Perl as a
language that is easy to write, but very difficult to read.

Conclusion




 

As you have learned, there are many more advantages to using Perl than disadvantages,
which explains why Perl is such a popular CGI programming language. But like many things
in life, the programming language that you choose for a particular project, and your eventual
opinion of Perl, will ultimately be a matter of personal taste.
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The Perl Interpreter
Perl is an interpreted language, which means that Perl scripts must first be processed by
another program (the Perl interpreter) before the script can do whatever it is intended to do.
The Perl interpreter is platform dependent: a Perl interpreter written for UNIX will not work
on a computer running, for example, Windows NT.

Platform Independence
However, Perl scripts are mostly platform independent, which means that one script can, with
very little or no modification, run on any computer that has a Perl interpreter installed. A big
advantage of this is that if you find a free Perl script that you want to use, chances are you
will be able to install it on your Web server and use it without regard for the type of computer
for which the script was originally written.

Interpretation = Slower
As mentioned, however, the main disadvantage of being an interpreted language is that Perl
programs tend to run slower than programs in compiled languages, such as Java or C/C++.
“Slower” is relative, however. The difference in many cases, especially CGIs, is often
measured in tenths of a second. However, if your script will be run hundreds of times per
minute on a very busy Web site, those tenths of a second add up.

If you need your Perl programs to run faster and you are using the
Apache Web server on a UNIX computer, you should investigate the
“mod perl” option with your Web server administrator. For more
information, see perl.apache.org/.

Use Any Text Editor
Another advantage of Perl being an interpreted language is that Perl scripts can be written
using any word processing or text editing application, such as Microsoft Word or WordPad.
In fact, just like Webmasters who write HTML in Notepad or WordPad, many Perl
programmers prefer simple word processors to WordPerfect or MS Word to avoid the
possibility of saving unwanted “invisible” formatting with their scripts.




 

You may use any word processor that you desire when writing scripts for this course, but
remember to always save your scripts in “text only,” “ASCII,” or “DOS-only” text. Do not
bother to use bold or italics in your scripts; fancy formatting will only confuse the Perl
interpreter. Always saving your scripts in “text only” format will prevent this from
happening.
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Perl File Conventions
After a Perl CGI is complete, you must pick an appropriate name for your program and then
save it to the correct location on your Web server.

Naming Your Programs
When deciding what to name your Perl files, be sure to use the “.PL” extension for all of your
scripts. The .PL extension identifies the file as a Perl script to the computer on which the
script is running.

It is especially important to use the .PL extension for Perl scripts that
are run on a Windows computer. Without the correct extension, your
Perl script will not be able to run.

Avoid Spaces
It is also a good idea to avoid using spaces in your file names, just as you avoid using them
when you name your HTML files. “My Favorite Script.pl” is better written
“My_Favorite_Script.pl,” or even “MyFavoriteScript.pl.”
Perl CGIs are always run from a Web server, meaning that any spaces will be translated into
their hexadecimal equivalent (in this case, “%20”). Typing and remembering
“My%20Favorite%20Script.pl” invites typos and errors.
For best results and to avoid confusion when you name your scripts, use only:
letters
numbers




underscore (_) symbol
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Saving Your Programs
For security reasons, many Web servers do not allow CGI programs to be run from every
directory on the server. Therefore, when saving or uploading your CGI to your Web server,
you need to ensure that you are saving it in a directory where the server allows CGIs to run.
On many Web servers, this special directory is named CGI-BIN. If you have such a directory
on your Web server, you should place all of your CGIs in that location.

CGI-BIN Directory Options
If you do not already have a CGI-BIN directory, it is possible that your Web server is
configured to allow CGIs to run from any directory you choose. This is a more convenient
option for programmers because it allows you to save your CGIs in the same directory as the
rest of the HTML files to which they relate.
However, this is a significantly less secure way of doing things. As always, if in doubt,
consult with your Web server administrator for more information regarding how your Web
server is configured and where exactly you should save your CGIs.
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Using Perl on UNIX
If your Web server is run on the UNIX operating system (chances are, it is), there are two
things you have to know before you can start programming Perl: 1) how to make Perl scripts
executable, and 2) how to tell your scripts where the Perl interpreter is located. The following
instructions are necessary for all Web servers that are run under any of the many varieties of
UNIX, including BSD, Solaris, Linux, and others.

Making Executable Perl Scripts
Before a Perl script can run on a UNIX computer, you must first tell the computer that it is all
right to treat your Perl script—which is essentially just a text file—as if it were an actual
program. To do this, you must make your script executable, which is just another way of
saying that it is “run-able” (in the same way a program such as Microsoft Word or Netscape
Navigator is “run-able”).
There are two ways to make a Perl script executable:
use an FTP program
use the UNIX chmod command (if you have Telnet access to your Web server)

Using FTP
Using an FTP program is the easiest method to make your Perl scripts executable. Almost all
commercial or shareware FTP applications have an option to “Set Permissions,” and many
ISPs allow you to change the permissions of files in your Web site directory via FTP. (Not all
ISPs allow this; if yours does not, you must use the Telnet method described later in this
Lesson.)

Read, Write, and Execute




To begin, select the “Set Permissions” option in your FTP program. This will launch a
window with the option to set the “Read,” “Write,” or “Execute” permissions for three types
of users: “Owner,” “Group,” and “Everyone.” “Read” and “Write” mean exactly what they
say: if a user has the right to “Read” a file, then they can read it; if a user has the permission
to “Write,” they can write, change, or delete the file.

 





The final permission, “Execute,” gives the “Execute” permission to any of the three types of
users, then that user can execute or run your Perl script. By default, every file (Perl, HTML,
or other) that you upload to your Web server using FTP is automatically set to be Readable
and Writeable by the Owner (you are the Owner.)
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In addition, all uploaded files are also set to be Readable by Everyone. “Everyone” means
just that: Everyone. In the case of uploading an HTML file, this is exactly what you want,
because you want Everyone to have the ability to surf in and Read any and all Web pages on
your site.
For Everyone to be able to use your Perl CGI, you must give “Everyone” the “Execute”
permission for your CGI. This process is usually as simple as selecting a checkbox and
pressing the OK button. Read the documentation for your FTP application for more
information.
Figure 2-1 displays a screen showing the permissions options available on the shareware
program WS_FTP.

Figure 2-1: Changing permissions using WS_FTP
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Using Telnet
If you have Telnet access to your Web server, you may want to (or have to, if your ISP does
not support the FTP method above) use the UNIX command line to change the permissions
on your file. For most types of UNIX, this is performed using the chmod command from the
prompt after you Telnet into your ISP.
To use the UNIX chmod command, you have to specify three things:
1. to whom you want to give permissions
2. what permissions you want to give them
3. the name of the file to which you are referring
You will give permissions to one of the following:
“Owner” (abbreviated “u” for “user”)
“Group” (abbreviated “g”)
“Everyone” (abbreviated “o” for “other”)
“All” (abbreviated “a”)
“All” is a combination of Owner, Group, and Everyone, and is a way of giving all three types
of users the same permissions at the same time.
The permissions themselves also have abbreviations:
“Read” is “r”
“Write” is “w”
“Execute” is “x”




Use the plus (+) sign to give permissions, use the minus (-) sign to take them away.
Therefore, to give “All Users” the “Executable” permission for the Perl CGI
My_Favorite_Script.pl, you would type:
chmod a+x My_Favorite_Script.pl





 

If you use Telnet, you should memorize “chmod a+x.” It is the
single most useful UNIX command for writing CGIs and it is the
place that most new CGI programmers make the most mistakes. The
most useful, well-written Perl script in the world will not run from
your UNIX Web server if the permissions are not set correctly.
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Locating the Perl Interpreter
The next thing you need to know about running Perl on UNIX is the exact location of the Perl
interpreter in the file directory. The standard location for the Perl interpreter is at the
directory /usr/bin/perl, although it may have been installed anywhere on the server. To
learn where the Perl interpreter is on your Web server, use the locate or which command
from the UNIX command line:
locate perl
or
which perl
This command will return a list of file locations where the Perl interpreter is located on your
Web server. The output should appear similar to Figure 2-2. If you do not have Telnet access
to your Web server, you should ask your system administrator or ISP for this information or
try the default /usr/bin/perl.

 





Figure 2-2: Sample Telnet session
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Lesson 2 Summary
► Perl was invented in 1986 by Larry Wall and stands for “Practical Extraction and

Reporting Language.”
► Perl is freely distributed under the GNU License. Anyone may use, modify, distribute, or

resell the Perl language free of charge so long as any modifications to the language are
freely available to others.
► In Perl, good code is code that works. There is no “right” or “wrong” way to program in

Perl so long as the finished product does what you need it to.
► “There’s More Than One Way To Do It,” or TMTOWTDI. There is almost never only

one way to do things in Perl, so Perl programmers are free to be creative and expressive
with their code, producing programs that are as much art as they are science.
► The advantages to using Perl are that Perl is a powerful text processor, it is portable (the

same programs often run on different computers), it is easy to learn, easy to debug, and
extensible.
► Two disadvantages to using Perl are that Perl is an interpreted language rather than a

compiled language, meaning it often runs slowly when compared to other languages, and
Perl syntax can often be difficult to understand.
► There are many free Perl CGIs on the Internet, and because Perl programs are portable

you can often run them on your Web server without worrying about what sort of
computer they were originally written on.
► Perl scripts are written in plain text, just like HTML. As such you can use any word

processor you like to write your programs, so long as you remember to save the final
product as “text only” or ASCII format.
► All Perl scripts should be named using the .PL extension. This will help ensure that your

Web server will know that they are Perl scripts and will therefore treat them correctly.
► If you are using a Web server that runs on a UNIX computer you must know two things:

how to make your scripts executable, and how to locate the Perl interpreter.




► Perl programs are made “Executable” by either selecting the “Executable” check box for

“Everyone” using an FTP program, or by using the chmod a+x command from the
UNIX command line during a Telnet session.

 

► You can locate the Perl interpreter on a UNIX Web server by typing either locate





perl or which perl from the UNIX command line, or, if you do not have Telnet
access to your Web server, you will have to ask the Web server system administrator.
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Perl / Browser Communication
In Lesson 1: Introduction to CGI, you learned that when a CGI needs to send data to a
browser, it sends it through STDOUT, the “standard output” for the Web server. In Perl,
STDOUT is accessed using the print command in the following format:
print STDOUT data
print is the command that is used whenever you need to output data from Perl to
somewhere else. “STDOUT" is the place where you want to output the data (STDOUT is
technically a filehandle; see Lesson 7: Storing & Retrieving Information for more details.)
Lastly, “data” is whatever it is you need to output. In the case of a CGI sending data to
STDOUT, the “data” will almost always be in the form of regular HTML.

Examples
For example, if you want to output the following HTML code
<h1>Hello World</h1>
to a Web browser, you would write in Perl
print STDOUT “<h1>Hello World</h1>”;

Quotes = Print
Note that the HTML is enclosed in quotes. This tells Perl where the data you want to print
begins and ends. Also notice the semi-colon at the end of the line. The semi-colon is the
official command separator in Perl; it informs the Perl interpreter when you are done with one
command and ready to begin another.
Because STDOUT is such a common place to output data, Perl allows you to omit it. If you
use the print command without specifying a particular filehandle, Perl will assume you
want to use the default filehandle (which is STDOUT).

print “<h1>Hello World</h1>”;

26




 

Thus, the shorter (and easier) way to write the Perl code above is:
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Making a CGI Look Like a Web Page
It is very easy to write a CGI that does nothing except mimic the output of a static HTML
Web page1 using the print command. In this section, you will learn the basics of creating
the most fundamental of all programs: the infamous “Hello World” script.

Hello World!
Below is an example of a complete Perl CGI program that does nothing but display “Hello
World!” using <h1> tags, as shown in Figure 3-1.
#!/usr/bin/perl
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

“Content-type: text/html\n”;
“\n”;
“<html>”;
“<body>”;
“<h1>Hello World!</h1>”;
“</body>”;
“</html>”;

1

 





Figure 3-1: "Hello World" program output




Although you can write a CGI to do this, you probably should not, because regardless of how easy it is to
write in Perl, it is easier to use HTML if you only need a static Web page.
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Identifying the Perl Interpreter
There is not much to it, but there are some new things to consider. Examine the first line:
#!/usr/bin/perl
The first line of every Perl program must contain the location of the Perl interpreter on your
Web server, with a “shebang” (#!) added to the front. The default installation location for
Perl is /usr/bin/perl (see Lesson 2). Thus, the first line becomes
#!/usr/bin/perl. Note: under Win32 versions of Perl, the shebang is mostly
extraneous. There is no need to find the path under Windows 95/98/NT/2000.

This example, and all of the exercises in the course, assume that Perl
has been installed at /usr/bin/perl. If this is not the case on
your server, you must change the first line of all of your scripts
accordingly.

HTTP Header
The second line of any Perl program:
print “Content-type: text/html”;
One of the peculiarities of CGI programming is that—before a CGI can output HTML back
to a Web browser—it must first tell the browser the type of data to expect so the browser can
interpret it properly. A Web server tells a Web browser what to expect in the “header” section
of an HTTP response (see Lesson 1: Introduction to CGI).
For static HTML files, this task is handled automatically by the Web server. However,
because a CGI can, theoretically, send any type of data back to the browser, it must explicitly
name the type of data it is sending. The “Content-type” is simply a command informing the
browser that some data of some type is coming; the “text/html” is the proper MIME type
telling the browser exactly what type of data to expect.

MIME




 





MIME is short for Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extension and indicates the method that Web
browsers should use to process the information they receive from a Web server. “text/html”
means “Here comes some text in HTML format.” Similarly, “image/gif” means “Here comes
a picture in GIF format” and “image/jpeg” means “Here comes a picture in JPEG format.”
For now, all the CGI needs to do is output some HTML, so “Content-type: text/html\n” is
used.
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Always Insert a Blank Line
Note that there is a “\n” inside the quotes at the end of the header. “\n” is the special character
in UNIX for a “new line” or “carriage-return.”
The “\n” at the end of the “Content-type:” line tells the browser to start a new
line, identical to the user pressing <ENTER> on a keyboard.
The “\n” by itself on the following line of the program inserts a blank line with
nothing in it.
You must do this because the HTTP specification demands that every time a CGI outputs an
HTTP header, the header and the body of the HTTP response must be separated by a blank
line. Without the blank line, the browser will get confused and display an error whenever the
CGI is accessed.

Use Proper HTML
Now that you know this, the rest of CGI is relatively straightforward. Each line is simply a
print statement that sends regular HTML to the browser exactly as if you were making a
Web page. We still have to follow HTML rules; there still has to be, at a minimum, an open
<html> tag and a </html> tag, plus open and close <body> tags enclosing whatever else
you want the browser to display.
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Exercise 3-1: Writing a “Hello World” Perl Program
In this exercise, you will write a Perl CGI that displays “Hello World” in a Web browser.
1. Type the following code into your text editor. If necessary, change the location of the
Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#!/usr/bin/perl
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

“Content-type: text/html\n”;
“\n”;
“<html>”;
“<body>”;
“<h1>Hello World!</h1>”;
“</body>”;
“</html>”;

2. Save your work as hello.pl.
3. Upload hello.pl to your Web server and make the script executable by using either
the FTP or Telnet method described in Lesson 2.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the hello.pl script. The URL should be
something like: http://www.someserver.com/cgi-bin/hello.pl
The hello.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 3-1 earlier in this Lesson.

5. Use your Web browser to view the source code. Note that the only thing you see is what
the browser received from the Web server, namely the HTML that was contained within
the quotation marks in the hello.pl script. The “Content-type: text/html” was also
received by the browser, but browsers do not display HTTP header information with the
HTML source.




 

If you do not see “Hello World!” but instead get an error, go back
and check your script to ensure that you typed the code correctly. Be
sure there is a semi-colon at the end of each line, and that you made
the script executable on your Web server.
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Print Using “qq”
Using print and enclosing your HTML in quotation marks work fine most of the time. But
what happens if the HTML you need to output itself contains quotation marks?
Consider the following HTML:
<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>
To send this HTML back to the browser in Perl, you might write:
print “<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>”;
This would work, right? Not exactly.

Analysis
In this case, Perl is using the quotation marks to mark the beginning and end of the data you
want to output. Instead of one line of HTML, Perl sees “<h1 align=”, and “>Hello
World!</h1>”, with the word “center” (without quotes) in between. This makes no sense
to Perl (and it is certainly not what is intended by the programmer). If you tried to code this in
this manner, Perl would return an error instead of the Web page you desire.
Luckily, there is another way to do it. Remember TMTWTDI? In consideration for all the
times that you need to quote things that themselves use quotation marks, Perl provides qq.
“qq” is shorthand for “double-quotes,” and using it with the print command gives you the
option of selecting whatever character you want to designate as the beginning and end of
quoted text.
For example, rather than writing
print “<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>”;




which produces an error, you could write:

 

print qq?<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>?;

which functions properly. Instead of the quotation marks at the beginning, you now use “qq”
followed by a “?”. The “qq?” informs Perl that you are beginning some quoted text, and the
question mark at the end (right before the semi-colon) tells Perl when the quoted text ends.
This feature is very useful because you can choose any non-whitespace, non-alphanumeric
character you want for delineating text.
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You cannot use the “space” character, “\n”, or any of the A-Z, a-z,
or 0-9 characters to delineate text with “qq.”

If the HTML happened to be:
<h1 align=“center”>Hello World?</h1>
Then you would simply choose some other character besides a “?” because the HTML
already contains a question mark. You can even use the parenthesis, bracket, angle bracket, or
curly brace, but these characters must be used in pairs. The “matching” characters are
summarized in Table 3-1.

Character

Example

Parenthesis

print qq(<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>);

Brackets

print qq[<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>];

Curly Braces

print qq{<h1 align=“center”>Hello World!</h1>};
Table 3-1: Using qq with special characters

You cannot use the angle brackets “< >” in this example because angle brackets are already
used inside the quoted text.
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Exercise 3-2: Using “qq”
In this exercise, you will use the “qq” syntax to re-write the “Hello World” script.
1. Open the program hello.pl with your text editor.
2. Change all the print commands using quotation marks to print commands using “qq.”
Use the curly brace character instead of quotation marks. When you are finished, your
code should appear similar to the following:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#!/usr/bin/perl
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

qq{Content-type: text/html\n};
qq{\n};
qq{<html>};
qq{<body>};
qq{<h1>Hello World!</h1>};
qq{</body>};
qq{</html>};

3. Save your work as hello2.pl and upload the program to your Web server.
4. Make hello2.pl executable (as you did in Exercise 3-1).
5. Point your browser to the URL for the hello2.pl script.
The hello2.pl CGI, using “qq,” is executed and displayed.
It should appear similar to Figure 3-1 earlier in this Lesson.

6. View the source code. Notice that the source code (the HTML received by the browser) is
identical to that in Exercise 3-1. Printing using quotation marks and printing using “qq”
are exactly the same in Perl.
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Printing Multiple Lines
Printing using quotation marks or “qq” works fine for short Web pages, but quickly becomes
tedious if you need to output a large volume of complex HTML. To save you time and
typing, Perl provides the “<<HERE” syntax for printing multiple lines of output at once.
For example:
print <<HERE;
Some text
Some more text
Even more text
HERE
Whenever you need to output multiple lines, type “print <<HERE;” and then follow it with
however many lines of output you need. Type the word “HERE” flush left, on a line by itself,
to tell Perl when you are finished.

As usual, Perl will allow you to specify a label other than “HERE” to
start and stop the output. In fact, you can choose any word or phrase
you want. If you use a phrase, be sure you use quotes on the print
such as, print <<“Some Phrase”;.
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Exercise 3-3: Using Print <<HERE
In this exercise, you will re-write the “Hello World” program using the print <<HERE
syntax. Note: this command requires only a single semi-colon, which appears on the first line
(print <<HERE;).
1. Open the program hello.pl with your text editor.
2. Change all of the print commands using quotation marks to print <<HERE
commands. Delete the “\n” (newline) characters and replace them with blank lines. When
you are finished, your code should appear similar to the following:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#!/usr/bin/perl
print <<HERE;
Content-type: text/html
<html>
<body>
<h1>Hello World!</h1>
</body>
</html>
HERE

Be sure to include a hard return after the “HERE” text in the code above.
The newline character is not necessary using <<HERE because each
blank line in the print statement is sent to the browser “as is,” ensuring
that there is a blank line between the header and the body of the HTTP
response.




3. Save your work as hello3.pl and upload the program to your Web server.
4. Make hello3.pl executable, as in Exercise 3-1.
5. Point your browser to the URL for the hello3.pl script.

 

The hello3.pl CGI, using the print <<HERE command,
is executed and displayed. It should appear similar to Figure 3-1
earlier in this Lesson.
6. View the source code.





Note: the source code (the HTML received by the browser) has the same line breaks as
the HTML that you typed in the <<HERE; statement. When you use print <<HERE,
your data is sent to the browser exactly as it is typed in your program.
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Lesson 3 Summary
► Perl uses the print command to access the STDOUT filehandle and send HTML back

to a Web browser.
► If no filehandle is specified in a print command, STDOUT is assumed, so “print

STDOUT Some HTML" is the same as “print Some HTML.”
► All commands in Perl must end with a semi-colon character.
► Before sending HTML to a Web browser, a CGI must send the proper header information

informing the browser of the kind of data that is being sent. This information is sent in
the format “Content-type: MIME type.”
► MIME is short for Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extension, and is used to describe the

kind of data that is being sent to the Web browser.
► Three common MIME types for sending data to a Web browser are “text/html” for

HTML, “image/gif” for graphics in GIF format, and “image/jpeg” for graphics in JPEG
format.
► “\n” is a special character in UNIX that means “newline.”
► There must be a blank line between the HTTP header and the body. When outputting

HTML, this means there must be a blank line sent between the “Content-type: text/html”
line and the beginning of the HTML Web page.
► “qq” can be used in lieu of quotation marks when using the Perl print command by letting

you choose the character to use to begin and end quoted text.
► Any non-whitespace, non-alphanumeric character can be used to delineate text using

“qq.” If the parenthesis, bracket, angle bracket, or curly brace characters are used, they
must be used in matched pairs.
► Perl can output many lines of text at once using the “print <<HERE;” syntax.
► “print <<HERE;” outputs text in exactly the same format as it is typed into the Perl




program, including spacing and line breaks.

► To end a “print <<HERE;” command, type the word “HERE” flush-left on a line by

 

itself.
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Notes
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Variables
If you ever studied algebra, you might remember variables and constants.
Constants: elements, such as numbers, whose values never change.
Variables: elements represented by letters whose values can—and often do—
change.

Example of Variables
Using variables, the mathematical equation 2 + 3 = 5 can be expressed as:
A = 2
B = 3
A + B = C
The result of this equation is that C equals 5. The letters A and B were merely placeholders
for the numbers that they contained (2 and 3, respectively).

Similar to Algebra
Similar to algebra, Perl also uses variables, but in far more complex and flexible ways. They
are a very convenient way to organize, store, and compare data, and are an integral part of
creating interactive Perl CGIs. Without variables, a Perl CGI would only be able to do the
same thing over and over again, similar to the examples in Lesson 3: How Perl Talks to the
Browser. Variables allow you to alter the behavior of your CGI programs based on
information that changes.




Three Types of Variables
There are three kinds of variables used in Perl:

 

scalars
arrays
hashes
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Scalars
A scalar variable is a variable that holds one (a single) thing, very much like the variables in
algebra. A scalar can hold either a number or a string.

String: any combination of letters, numbers, or other characters.
“Hello” is a string, as is “Knock Knock. Who’s there?” Numbers can
also be strings. “5” is a string, while 5 (no quotes) is simply a
number. Most often, Perl knows what you want and will treat your
variables accordingly.

The important thing to remember about scalars in Perl is that—regardless of what the scalar
variable represents, it only represents one thing at a time.

Dollar Sign $
Scalar variables are always identified by a dollar sign ($) preceding the name of the variable.
(The $ sign looks a bit like the letter S; think “S” = scalar.)

Naming Variables in Perl
Perl allows you to name your variables almost anything you want, as long as the name begins
with a letter (not a number) and does not contain any spaces. Underlines, however, are
permitted.
When naming any of Perl’s variables, remember the following:
Capitalization (case) matters. $HELLO is a different variable than $hello
which is different from $Hello.




Avoid using ALL CAPS for your variable names because Perl uses all caps for
certain special variables. (One of them, %ENV, will be covered in Lesson 6: How
the Browser Talks to Perl.)

 

Perl allows you to use the same variable name for different types of variables, i.e.
$wombat is completely different and totally unrelated to the @wombat array,
the %wombat hash, and even the $wombat[0] element of the @wombat array.





If you really want to use the same name for several types of variables, Perl will
allow you, although it can (obviously) get a bit confusing for you or anyone else
who edits your code.
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Assigning Values
Table 4-1 provides some examples of assigning different values to some scalar variables.

Sample Code
$a = 5
or

Result
Means basically the same thing: either way, the
variable $a becomes equal to the number 5

$a = “5”
$first_name = “William”
$Way_Too_Long_Variable_Name
= “Four score and seven
years ago our forefathers
brought forth upon this
continent a new nation,
conceived in liberty…”

Variable $first_name is now equal to “William”
The variable $Way_Too_Long_Variable_Name
now contains the text of Abraham Lincoln’s
Gettysburg address. A variable can contain as much
data as the memory on a computer will allow.
(You can use long variable names if you desire, but
short, descriptive names are easier.)

Table 4-1: Some sample scalar variable assignments

One To Another
In addition to assigning different things to scalar variables, you can also assign one scalar
variable to another, essentially copying the value of one variable into another. In the example:
$a = “Hello World!”;
$b = $a;
the value of both $a and $b is now “Hello World!” If you want to print a variable to a
Web browser in your CGI, you need only type the print command followed by the variable
name. If your CGI contains the code




$a = “<h1>Hello World!</h1>”;
print $a;

 

“<h1>Hello World!</h1>” will be output to the browser. In addition, you can embed
variables in your remaining print statements. When Perl encounters a character denoting a
variable ($, @, or %) within a print command, it prints the variable value rather than
outputting it as text. If the variable is unassigned, Perl prints nothing in that space. The code





$name = “William”;
print “<p>Hi there, my name is $name.</p>”;
will output to the browser

<p>Hi there, my name is William.</p>
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Exercise 4-1: Using Scalar Variables to Insert Key Values
In this exercise, you will use scalar variables to insert key values into a CGI HTML output.
1. Type the following code into your text editor. If necessary, change the location of the
Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#!/usr/bin/perl
$cat_name = “Truman”;
$cat_color = “purple”;
$cat_age = 6;
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html><body>”;
print “<h1>My Cat $cat_name</h1>”;
print “<p>I have a $cat_color cat. He is $cat_age years
old.<p>”;
print “</body></html>”;

2. Save your work as cats.pl.
3. Upload cats.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the cats.pl script.
The cats.pl CGI is executed and displayed, as shown in
Figure 4-1.




 





Figure 4-1: Output of CATS.PL
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5. Note how the values of the $cat_color, $cat_name, and $cat_age scalar
variables were substituted into the HTML wherever the scalars variables were referenced.
6. Change the values of $cat_color, $cat_name, and $cat_age, as shown:
3
4
5

$cat_name = “Morris”;
$cat_color = “orange”;
$cat_age = 12;

7. Save your work as cats2.pl.
8. Upload cats2.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
9. Point your Web browser to the URL of the cats.pl script.
The cats2.pl CGI is executed and displayed as shown in
Figure 4-2.




Figure 4-2: Output of CATS2.PL

 

By changing the values of the scalar variables, the HTML output
was changed without altering the print commands at all.





Remember: variables are place-holders for the values they hold.
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Scalar Mathematical Functions
There are several mathematical functions available in Perl that you can use to manipulate
scalar variables. Four of the most common are listed in Table 4-2.

Mathematical
Function

Use Example

+

Addition, as in $a = 2 + 3, which places 5 into $a

-

Subtraction, as in $a = 2 - 3, which places -1 into $a

*

Multiplication, as in $a = 2 * 3, which places 6 into $a

/

Division, as in $a = 2 / 3, which places ".6666" into $a
Table 4-2: Scalar mathematical functions

Each of these functions do what you expect them to do when applied to numbers or to scalar
variables that contain numbers. For example:
$a = 3;
$a = 3 * $a + 2;

Order of Precedence
Because Perl uses the same order of precedence that algebra uses (multiplication, then
division, then addition, then subtraction) $a now equals 11, because 3 * 3 equals 9, + 2 = 11.
You can use parentheses to control when each mathematical operation occurs, so that with
$a = 3;
$a = 3 * ($a + 2);




$a now equals 15, because the parentheses force $a + 2 to evaluate first (3 + 2), and then
the multiplication 3 * 5, which yields 15.

 





Mathematical functions can affect scalar variables containing text,
but their effects may seem somewhat unpredictable.
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Auto Increment & Decrement
One of the most common mathematical equations in Perl is an equation in which a scalar
variable is incremented or decremented by one, such as:
$a = $a + 1;
or
$a = $a – 1;
When you need to perform an operation such as this, Perl provides an easier syntax: the “++”
or “--” operator.
instead of “$a=$a+1,” you can write “$a++”
instead of “$a=$a–1,” you can write “$a--”
This is just a shorthand technique designed to make life a little easier. If you prefer, you can
write “$a=$a+1.” Either method works equally well.
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Exercise 4-2: Using Scalar Mathematical Functions
In this exercise, you will use the multiplication operator (*), and using Perl, calculate the area
and diameter of a circle and then display that information on a Web page.
1. Type the following code into your text editor. If necessary, change the location of the
Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

#!/usr/bin/perl
$pi = 3.14;
$r = 4;
$area = $pi * $r * $r;
$diameter = 2 * $pi * $r;
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html><body>\h”;
print <<END;
<h3>The area of a circle with a radius of $r is $area.</h3>
<h3>The diameter of a circle with a radius of $r is
$diameter.</h3>
</body></html>
END

2. Save your work as area.pl.
3. Upload area.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the area.pl script.
The area.pl CGI is executed and displayed, as shown in
Figure 4-3.




 




Figure 4-3: Output of AREA.PL
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Arrays
If a scalar variable is a single thing, then an array variable is a list of many things. The things
themselves can be anything you desire, similar to scalars. However, instead of filing them
away one thing per variable, an array allows you to file many things in a single variable while
keeping them separate from each other.

Numbered Lists of Things
An array keeps its lists straight by numbering each item. Thus, arrays are not only lists of
things, they are numbered lists of things.

@ = Array
Arrays in Perl are always preceded by an “@” sign (@ looks like an “a.” Think “a” for
“Array.”). Arrays are subject to the same naming restriction as scalars. However, though you
can choose any name you desire for an array, it is generally a good idea to choose a plural
word to help you remember that the array contains many items at once, not just one item at a
time.

Array Organization
In order to put values into an array, use parentheses around your list of items and separate
each item by a comma. For example:
@trees = (“Oak”, “Pine”, “Elm”, “Cherry”);
The array @trees now contains four items: “Oak”, “Pine”, “Elm”, and “Cherry.” Each item
is numbered in the array, starting from zero and working left to right. Perl keeps track of the
elements in @trees according to Table 4-3.

Element

Element Number

Oak

0

Pine

1

Elm

2

Cherry

3
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Table 4-3: Organization of the @trees array
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Printing an Array
If you want to output the contents of the @trees array type print @trees; and Perl will
output all of the elements in @trees, one after the other, with nothing in between.
For example:
print @trees;
yields the output
OakPineElmCherry

One Element at a Time
Most of the time this is not what you want. To access only one element at a time, you must
access the elements of the array in a scalar context using the $trees[element
number] syntax. This syntax looks strange until you remember that the scalar syntax, $,
followed by a variable name, is used whenever you want to deal with only one thing.
The array syntax, @, followed by a variable name, is used whenever you want to deal with
many things. Because a single element in an array is one thing, you need to use the scalar
syntax to access it.
For example:
@trees = (“Oak”, “Pine”, “Elm”, “Cherry”);
$my_favorite_tree = $trees[1];
In this example, the scalar $my_favorite_tree is set to “Pine,” which is the same value
as the scalar variable found in element number 1 of the @trees array. @trees refers to the
entire list; $trees[1] refers to the element in @trees that is identified by element
number “1.”




 

A common mistake that new Perl programmers make with arrays is trying to
access a single element of an array by typing “@array[number]” instead
of “$array[number].” If you try to access a single element of an array
using the “@” syntax, Perl will return an error.





Remember: use the “@” syntax for entire lists of items, and the “$” syntax
for single items, or single elements in an array.
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Changing Elements
You can also use the $array[number] syntax to change an item in an array. Simply turn
the example around, as follows:
@trees = (“Oak”, “Pine”, “Elm”, “Cherry”);
$my_favorite_tree = “Chestnut”;
$trees[1] = $my_favorite_tree;
Table 4-4 shows how the @trees array is now organized.

Element

Element Number

Oak

0

Chestnut

1

Elm

2

Cherry

3

Table 4-4: @trees array after changing element one

Note how element one, which started out as “Pine,” is now “Chestnut,” thanks to the third
line of code in the example above.
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Exercise 4-3: Introduction to Arrays
In this exercise, you will use an array to store and populate an HTML table.
1. Type the following code into your text editor. If necessary, change the location of the
Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

#!/usr/bin/perl
@teams = (“Red Sox”, “Blue Jays”, “Yankees”, “Giants”);
@cities = (“Boston”, “Toronto”, “New York”, “San Francisco”);
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html><body>”;
print <<END;
<table border=1>
<tr>
<th>Baseball Team</th>
<th>Host City</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[0]</td>
<td>$cities[0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[1]</td>
<td>$cities[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[2]</td>
<td>$cities[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[3]</td>
<td>$cities[3]</td>
</tr>

</body></html>
END

2. Save your work as baseball.pl.




 

</table>





3. Upload baseball.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the baseball.pl script.
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The baseball.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4: Output of BASEBALL.PL

The two arrays, @teams and @cities, were first loaded with
baseball team names and host cities, and then output—one team and
city at a time—inside an HTML table. The @ syntax was used to load
the variables with values (because we were creating an entire list) and
the $ syntax was used to access the individual elements of each list.




5. Add the following line that appears in bold:
4
5
6
7
8

 

@cities = (“Boston”, “Toronto, “New York”, “San Francisco”);
$teams[2] = “Mets”;
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;

6. Save your work as baseball2.pl.





7. Upload baseball2.pl to your Web server, and make the script executable.
8. Point your Web browser to the URL of the baseball2.pl script.
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The baseball2.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It
should appear similar to Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5: Output of BASEBALL2.PL

Changing one element of @teams using the $array[element]
syntax changed the corresponding team name in the table.
Fortunately, New York has more than one team, or the table would
now be incorrect.
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Push
Adding elements to an array is easy using the $array[number] syntax, but it only works if
you know the number of each element in advance. Sometimes, you will want to add items to
an array without worrying about the number to which the element is assigned. For example,
imagine a grocery list array:
@groceries = (“milk”, “eggs”, “bread”);
Suppose you want to add an item to the grocery list. You could do it this way:
$groceries[3] = “couscous”;
But this assumes you know, in advance, that you only have three items in your grocery list
and now you need to add a fourth (identified by element number three; Perl starts counting at
zero).
A simpler way to add items to an array is by using the push function. push “pushes” new
scalar values onto the end of an array, wherever the end of the array happens to be at the time.
If a particular array has five elements, and you add a new element using the push function,
the array will now have six elements with the new element conveniently located at
$array[5]. The syntax for push is “push @array, $scalar.”
For example:
@groceries = (“milk”, “eggs”, “bread”);
push @groceries, “couscous”;
@groceries now contains “milk”, “eggs”, “bread”, and “couscous,” in that order. If you
want to add another item, simply use the push function again.
@groceries = (“milk”, “eggs”, “bread”);
push @groceries, “couscous”;
push @groceries, “carrots”;




 

@groceries now contains “milk,” “eggs,” “bread,” “couscous,” and “carrots,” again, in
that order.





Perl offers several functions that manipulate arrays such as push, including
shift, unshift, and pop. Consult the “perlfunc” document in the
standard Perl documentation for more information.
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Exercise 4-4: "Pushing" Values onto an Array
In this exercise, you will use an array to store and populate an HTML table using push.
1. Open the file baseball2.pl and add the following code that appears in bold. If
necessary, change the location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

@cities = (“Boston”, “Toronto”, “New York”, “San Francisco”);
$teams[2] = “Mets”;
push @teams, “Braves”;
push @teams, “Cubs”;
push @cities, “Atlanta”;
push @cities, “Chicago”;
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
<tr>
<td>$teams[0]</td>
<td>$cities[0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[1]</td>
<td>$cities[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[2]</td>
<td>$cities[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[3]</td>
<td>$cities[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[4]</td>
<td>$cities[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$teams[5]</td>
<td>$cities[5]</td>
</tr>

2. Save your work as baseball3.pl.








 

3. Upload baseball3.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the baseball3.pl script.
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The baseball3.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 4-6. Using push, you added “Chicago”
and “Atlanta” to the @cities array, and “Cubs” and “Braves” to
the @teams array.

Figure 4-6: Output of BASEBALL3.PL
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Hashes
The third and last type of variable in Perl is the associative array, better known as the hash.
Like an array, a hash is a variable that contains a list of multiple items. Unlike an array, a
hash uses words instead of numbers to track each individual element.

Hash = Associative Array
This is why a hash is called an “associative array”; instead of being a numbered list of items,
each item in a hash is “associated” to a particular word or words. A hash is comprised of
many “key/value” pairs, where the “value” is the same as an individual element in an array,
and the “key” can be anything you desire.

% = Hash Variable
A hash variable is identified using the “%” sign. Values are assigned to a hash in key/value
pairs using the “=>” operator and separated by commas, as shown in the following syntax
example:
%hash = (“key1” => “value1”,
“key2” => “value2”,
“key3” => “value3”);
…and so on

Note regarding whitespace: in general, Perl ignores extra whitespace in the
formatting of Perl code. This means you can format long variables (such as
hashes and arrays) in easy-to-read ways, such as in this example. As long as
there are commas and arrows (“=>”) in the proper places and a semi-colon at
the end, Perl will not get confused.

Hash Example




Below is an example of a hash:
%ages = (“George” => “23”,
“Peter” => “31”,
“Melissa” => “26”,
“Anne” => “13”);

© 2000 Quessing Internet Courseware
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This example shows four key/value pairs. Table 4-5 shows how Perl sees the %ages hash.

Key

Value

George

23

Peter

31

Melissa

26

Anne

13

Table 4-5: Organization of the %ages hash

In order to access the individual values in a regular array, you had to reference the
appropriate number. Similarly, in a hash you reference the appropriate key. However, instead
of using brackets (“[ ]”) as in an array, curly braces (“{ }”) are used to access the keys in a
hash, as shown below. Also, the key must be surrounded by quotation marks (“”).
%ages = (“George” => “23”,
“Peter” => “31”,
“Melissa” => “26”,
“Anne” => “13”);
$oldest = $ages {“Peter”};
In the example above, the scalar variable $oldest now contains 31, which is the value of
the “Peter” key in the %ages hash.

Unlike an array, you cannot output all of the values of a hash by typing
print %hash;. This is due to the way Perl stores the key/value pairs
internally. To output an entire hash, you must use the keys function with a
loop, as described in Lesson 5: Perl Loops & Logic.
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Exercise 4-5: Using Hashes
In this exercise, you will display the baseball teams from the previous exercise using a hash
instead of an array.
1. Type the following code into your text editor. If necessary, change the location of the
Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

#!/usr/bin/perl
%baseball = (“Red Sox” => “Boston”,
“Blue Jays” => “Toronto”,
“Yankees” => “New York”,
“Giants” => “San Francisco”);
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html><body>”;
print <<END;
Some teams and their host cities:
<ul>
<li>The Red Sox play in $baseball{“Red Sox”}.</li>
<li>The Blue Jays play in $baseball{“Blue Jays”}.</li>
<li>The Yankees play in $baseball{“Yankees”}.</li>
<li>The Giants play in $baseball{“Giants”}.</li>
</ul>
</body></html>
END

2. Save your work as baseball4.pl.
3. Upload baseball4.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.




4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the baseball4.pl script.

 

The baseball4.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It
should appear similar to Figure 4-7 on the following page.
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Figure 4-7: Output of BASEBALL4.PL

Instead of using two arrays to store the baseball teams and their cities, this
time you loaded a hash with the same information and accessed it using the
$hash{key} syntax.
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Lesson 4 Summary
► Perl uses variables to organize and store data. There are three kinds of variables in Perl:

scalars, arrays, and hashes.
► A scalar variable is a variable that stores a single item. The item may be either a number

or a string. In fact, all scalars are strings, even numbers.
► The scalar variable is identified using the “$” symbol in front of the variable name. A

scalar variable name must begin with a letter, but otherwise can be any combination of
letters, numbers, and non-whitespace characters.
► The syntax for assigning values to a scalar variable is “$name = something.” The

something can be any number, string, or another scalar variable.
► In order to output the value of a scalar variable, use the print command, as in print

$scalar. Scalar variables may also be used as part of a string, as in print “My name is
$name.”
► Scalar variables can be manipulated using mathematical functions such as + (addition), -

(subtraction), * (multiplication) and / (division.) Perl uses the same order of precedence
that algebra uses: multiplication, then division, then addition, then subtraction.
► Instead of writing the mathematical equation $a = $a + 1 Perl provides the shorthand

version of $a++. Similarly, instead of $a = $a – 1, Perl allows you to use $a--.
► An array is a type of variable that stores numbered lists of things. Unlike scalars, which

only store one thing at a time, arrays can store many things at once. Arrays are identified
using the “@” symbol in front of the variable name, and are named according to the same
rules as scalar variables.
► Arrays are defined by using the @array = (“item1”, “item2”, “item3”) syntax. Perl keeps

track of each item in an array by assigning it a number. Also, @array = qw(abc),
where “qw” is a quote words shortcut.
► To access an individual item in an array, use the scalar syntax for the array variable




name, followed by the item’s number in brackets, as in $array[2]. Because Perl
begins counting at zero, $array[2] refers to the 3rd item in the array @array. You
can use this syntax to either print an element in an array, or change it as needed.

 

► Use push to add items to the end of an array without specifying the element number of

the item you want to add.





► A hash is a variable type that stores a named list of things. Unlike scalars, a hash can

store many things at once, and unlike an array, a hash stores things according to keys
instead of numbers.
► Hashes are identified using the “%” symbol, are defined using the %hash = (“key1”

=> “value1”, “key2” => “value2”, “key3” => “value3”) syntax,
and are accessed using the scalar syntax with curly braces, as in $hash{$key}.
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Loops
In the previous Lesson, you learned that—to access an individual element of an array—you
use the $array[number] syntax, where “number” is the number that corresponds to the
element you need to access. However, if there are many elements in an array, accessing them
one at a time can quickly become tiresome.
Consider the following code:
@animals = (“Lions”,
“Tigers”,
“Bears”,
“Giraffes”,
“Rhinos”,
“Elephants”);
If you wanted to output each element in the animals array, you might do it in the following
manner:
print
print
print
print
print
print

“<p>
“<p>
“<p>
“<p>
“<p>
“<p>

$animals[0]
$animals[1]
$animals[2]
$animals[3]
$animals[4]
$animals[5]

</p>”;
</p>”;
</p>”;
</p>”;
</p>”;
</p>”;

Loops to the Rescue
Fortunately, Perl provides a better way to access arrays (and other types of lists) by using
loops.
A “loop” is a programming term that refers to a set of instructions that are executed
repeatedly according to a specific set of rules. One of the most useful loop structures in Perl
is the foreach loop.

Foreach Loop




 

The foreach loop is particularly useful when dealing with arrays. Perl executes a
designated block of code for each element in a specific array. The syntax for a foreach
loop is as follows:
foreach $scalar(@array) {
Some set of commands
.
.
.
}
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Loops & Arrays
The first term, “foreach,” tells Perl that you want to use the foreach loop syntax. The
@array in parenthesis tells Perl which array you want to loop through. Remember:
foreach tells Perl that we want to loop through each individual element of a particular
array. The first time the loop is executed, Perl copies the first element of @array
($array[0])into the scalar variable $scalar, and it executes the set of commands
between the opening and “{“ and the closing “}.”
When it reaches the closing “}” Perl goes back to the top of the loop, copies the next value of
@array into $scalar (now $array[1]), and executes the same block of commands
again. Perl will repeat this process until it reaches the last element in @array, after which
the loop will finish and Perl will continue with the rest of the program. Note: the Perl
interpreter always knows exactly how many items you have in an array.

Loop Example
#!/usr/bin/perl
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html><body>”;
@animals = (“Lions”, “Tigers”, “Bears”, “Giraffes”,
“Rhinos”, “Elephants”);
print “<h4> These animals live in a zoo:</h4>”;
foreach $animal (@animals) {
print “<p> $animal </p>”;
}
print “<h4>All done!</h4>”;
print “</body></html>”;




This code will output the following HTML to the browser:
<html><body>
<h4> These animals live in a zoo:</h4>
<p> Lions </p>
<p> Tigers </p>
<p> Bears </p>
<p> Giraffes </p>
<p> Rhinos </p>
<p> Elephants </p>
<h4>All done!</h4>
</body></html>
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The output from this program is displayed in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Output using an array and a loop

Analysis
Note that Perl started at the top of the program and output the top line:
<h4>These animals live in a zoo:</h4>
When Perl encountered the foreach loop, it copied the first element of the @animals
array, “Lions,” into the scalar variable $animal, and then executed the commands between
the curly braces. In this case, there was only one line of code,




 

print “<p> $animal </p>”;

which caused Perl to print the value of $animal between opening and closing HTML <p>
tags. When Perl reached the end of the block, it jumped back to the top of the loop and
repeated the entire process with the next element in the array, this time “Tigers.” It continues
this process until all the elements of the @animals array have been processed.





After Perl finishes the foreach loop, it then executes the remainder of the program, which
was to print the following:
<h4>All done!</h4>
</body> </html>
66
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Exercise 5-1: Using a foreach Loop with an Array
In this exercise, you will use a foreach loop to print out all the values of an array.
1. Open the file national_league.pl and add the following code that appears in bold.
If necessary, change the location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

END
foreach $team(@teams) {
print “<li>$team</li>”;
}
print <<END;

2. Save your work.
3. Upload national_league.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the national_league.pl script.
The national_league.pl CGI is executed and
displayed. It should appear similar to Figure 5-2 on the
following page.
Instead of accessing and printing each value of an array
individually, you used a loop to quickly and easily print each
value when you needed it.

When Perl copies each element of an array into the designated scalar
variable of a foreach loop, it maintains a link between the scalar variable
and the array. Therefore, any modification to the scalar variable inside the
loop will change the corresponding element of the array.
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Figure 5-2: Output of NATIONAL_LEAGUE.PL
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Loops & Hashes
Looping through a hash is different than looping through an array. Looping through an array
is very straightforward. Because every element in an array is numbered, Perl need only start
at the beginning of the array and step through each element in numerical sequential order.

Keys Command
Elements in a hash, however, are not ordered by number, but rather by key. Thus, in a
foreach loop, Perl must be instructed to use keys instead of trying to use a number to
identify each element. This is done by adding the keys command to the regular foreach
loop syntax.
foreach $scalar (keys %hash) {
Some commands
}
This version of the foreach command causes Perl to treat %hash just like @array in the
previous examples (except that, instead of looping from element to element, Perl will loop
from key to key).

No Particular Order
However, unlike array elements which are both stored and retrieved in a set order, the
key/value pairs of a hash are not stored in any particular order and will therefore be output in
a seemingly random manner.
For example:
%ages = (“George” => “23”,
“Peter” => “31”,
“Melissa” => “26”,
“Anne” => “13”);




foreach $name (keys %ages) {
print “$name is $ages{$name} years old.<br>”;
}
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The above program produces the output shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: Output of the foreach command using keys

The fact that the keys of the %ages hash were entered in one order (George, Peter, Melissa,
Anne) does not affect the order that Perl outputs the key/value pairs (in this case: Peter,
George, Anne, Melissa.)
In fact, the order of the key/value pairs will actually change as additional key/value pairs are
added or deleted from the hash. The internal ordering of the key/value pairs in a hash is not
predictable, so you cannot depend on getting the values out of a hash in any particular order
using a foreach loop.

For more information regarding controlling the order of the output of a
foreach loop as it applies to a hash, consult the perlfunc documentation
for the sort function.
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Logical Operations
Back in Lesson 4: Perl Variables, you learned about variables in Perl and how they relate to
variables that you may have learned in algebra. There is another concept from algebra that
every programming language uses: the if…then statement.

If…then Statements
In algebra, the basic format of the if…then statement was straight forward: if something
was true, then something else was true, such as:
if A=1 then A<2
In this very basic formula, if it is true that variable A happens to equal 1, then it must be true
that the variable A is less than 2. Some formulas in algebra get a bit more complicated:
if A=1 and B=3 then A+B = 4
Again, if it is true that variable A = 1, and also true that variable B = 3, then it must be
true that A + B = 4.

Stating vs. Doing
This is all very logical, but not very interesting. Logical operations in algebra are sufficient
for stating things in a logical way, but they do not actually do anything. You will learn how
to actually do something in the following sections.

“Stand firm in your refusal to remain conscious during algebra. In real life, I
assure you, there is no such thing as algebra.”




— Fran Lebowitz, Journalist
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if…then
Unlike algebra, Perl uses logical operations to make decisions about what it should do (or not
do) at various points in your program. In other words, Perl uses logic to actually do things
based on whether or not something is true.
The most common syntax for logical statements in Perl is:
if (something is true) {do these commands}
Note that there is no “then” statement anywhere in the Perl syntax. It is not there because Perl
does not need it; if the expression in parentheses is true, Perl knows to execute the commands
between the block of curly braces that immediately follows. If the expression in parentheses
is not true, then Perl will not execute that block of statements and instead will simply
continue on with the program, skipping the code between the curly braces.

True & False
In order to instruct Perl to do what you want, it is important to understand what Perl thinks is
true, and what Perl thinks is false. One way of evaluating truth is by using the algebra method
and comparing numbers.
For example:
$a=5;
if ($a==5) {
print “Yeah! A is 5!”;
}
In this example, the expression for which you are testing, “truth,” is the expression $a==5.
In fact, what you are actually doing is comparing whatever is in the variable $a to the
number 5. The comparison operator being used is the double equals sign, “==”. This tells Perl
that you want to compare $a to 5 to see if they are equal. If they are equal (as in this
example), Perl will execute the commands between the block of curly braces that follow the
if statement. Thus, in this case, Perl would print “Yeah! A is 5!”




 

One equals sign (“=”) is not the same as two (“==”.) In Perl, one equals sign
is used to assign values to a variable, as in “$a=5” or $name=“Billy.”
Two equals signs are used to compare two values without changing the value
of the variable(s) being compared.
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Comparison Operators
You are probably already familiar with many of the comparison operators in Perl, because
most of them are the same ones taught in school. “>” means “greater than,” “<” means “less
than” and so on. However, Perl uses different comparison operators for comparing numbers
than it does for comparing strings. Table 5-1 details many of the most common comparison
operators.

When Comparing
Numbers

When Comparing
Strings

==

eq

Exactly the same (for strings) or
equal (for numbers).

!=

ne

Not the same (for strings), or not
equal (for numbers).

>

gt

Greater than, or when used with
strings “coming after”
alphabetically in sort order. Ex.
“banana” gt “apple” is a true
statement in Perl.

<

lt

Less than, or when used with
strings “coming before”
alphabetically in sort order. Ex.
“apple” lt “banana” is a true
statement in Perl.

>=

ge

Greater than or equal.

<=

le

Less than or equal.

…to mean

Table 5-1: Numeric and String comparison operators
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True Variables
Another way to test for truth is by testing whether the variable itself is true. A variable in Perl
will evaluate to true if it contains any non-zero values. That is, $a=0 and $a=“0” both
evaluate to false in Perl. If $a contains any other value, the variable name will evaluate as
true.
For example:
$a
$b
$c
if
if
if

= “Home, home on
= “Zero”;
= 0;
($a) {print “The
($b) {print “The
($c) {print “The

the range.”;

a variable is true.”}
b variable is true.”}
c variable is true.”}

In this example, Perl will output “The a variable is true. The b variable is true.” because both
$a and $b contain true values. $c, on the contrary, contains the number 0, which is always
false. Thus, Perl skips the last block of curly braces and does not print “The c variable is
true.”

Undefined variables (that is, variables that have not been assigned any values
in your program) will also evaluate to false, as will any variable that was
(either accidentally or purposefully) assigned the “empty” value, as in
$a=“”.
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Exercise 5-2: Introduction to Logical Operations
In this exercise, you will use if to test variables and determine which HTML is output to the
browser. Note the case sensitivity of all elements, specifically “Yes.”
1. Open the file grocery.pl and add the following code that appears in bold. If
necessary, change the location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

print <<END;
if ($milk eq “Yes”) {
print “<li>There is milk at the store.</li>”;
}
if ($bread eq “Yes”) {
print “<li>There is bread at the store.</li>”;
}
if ($eggs >= 12) {
print “<li>There are at least one dozen eggs at the
store.</li>”;
}
if ($meat) {
print “<li>There is some $meat at the store.</li>”;
}
END

2. Save your work.
3. Upload grocery.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the grocery.pl script.




The grocery.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 5-4 on the following page.
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Figure 5-4: Output of GROCERY.PL

Using a series of if statements, you were able to control the HTML
that was output based on the values of the $milk, $bread,
$eggs, and $meat variables.
In this case, the program reports that there is milk and chicken at the
store, but ignores the other if statements because neither $eggs
nor $bread evaluate to true.
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Else & elsif
If is appropriate if your program needs only to make one decision at a time. However, it is
frequently necessary to make a decision based on one of two (or three, or more) possibilities.
Think of it as buying ice cream: if the store has Rocky Road (your favorite) then you will get
two scoops; if there is no Rocky Road, however, then you will not buy any ice cream at all.
In Perl, this might be expressed like:
if ($RockyRoad) {
$scoops=2;
} else {
$scoops=0;
}

Else
The first line is a familiar if statement followed by a block of curly braces. However,
following the curly braces is a new else statement. Else in Perl means “if the if statement
is false, then do whatever is in between the next set of curly braces instead.”
In this case, if $RockyRoad is true, then the first block of curly braces is executed,
$scoops is set to equal 2 and the else statement is skipped entirely. If $RockyRoad is
false, however, the first block of curly braces is skipped, and the next block is executed
instead, which sets $scoops to 0.
What if there is no Rocky Road, but you are willing to settle for just one scoop of plain
chocolate?
In Perl, this scenario is represented by the following code snippet:
if ($RockyRoad) {
$scoops=2;
} elsif ($chocolate) {
$scoops=1;
} else {
$scoops=0;
}
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Elsif
In this case, instead of only a plain “if…else,” the format is “if…elsif…else.” Elsif is a
combination of an else statement and another if statement and is used if there is more than
one alternative to a logical operation (it even appears as the word “else” and the word “if”
squeezed together to help you remember). In the example, if $RockyRoad is true,
$scoops is set to 2 (as shown above).
If $RockyRoad is false, however, Perl evaluates the expression between parentheses
following elsif to see if it is true. If it is, Perl evaluates the second set of curly braces and
skips the else statement. If the elsif is also false, then and only then is the final else
executed, setting $scoops to 0.

You can add as many elsif statements as you desire between an if and
else statement. However, remember that the final else command will be
executed only if all other if and elsif statements are false.
Remember: the elsif command does not have a second “e”; do not use
“elseif.”

A Note Regarding Coding Decisions
1. If…elsif…else is a priority encoder. Perl will stop at the first true statement.
2. If…else
If…else
If…else
A series of if…else statements is not a priority encoder. All ifs are executed. This could
slow down a script if if…elsif…else was actually desired.
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Exercise 5-3: Using if and else Statements Together
In this exercise, you will use if and else to determine not only what to display if the if
statement is true, but also what to display in case the if statement is false.
1. Open the file grocery.pl and add the following code that appears in bold. If
necessary, change the location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if ($milk eq “Yes”) {
print “<li>There is milk at the store.</li>”;
} else {
print “<li>There is no milk.</li>”;
}
if ($bread eq “Yes”) {
print “<li>There is bread at the store.</li>”;
} else {
print “<li>There is no bread.</li>”
}
if ($eggs >= 12) {
print “<li>There are at least one dozen eggs at the
store.</li>”;
} else {
print “<li>There are less than a dozen eggs at the
store.</li>”;
}

2. Save the file as grocery2.pl.
3. Upload grocery2.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the grocery2.pl script.
The grocery2.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 5-5 on the following page.




Using else changed the behavior of the original grocery.pl
program so that the appropriate text is displayed even when one
or more of the “grocery” variables is false.
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Figure 5-5: Output of GROCERY2.PL
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Exercise 5-4: Using Loops and Logic Together
In this exercise, you will combine a foreach loop with an if…else statement in a CGI to
see how an array can be combined with a hash to produce a Web page.
1. Open the file vacation.pl and add the following code that appears in bold. If
necessary, change the location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

print “<html><body>”
foreach $country (@countries) {
if ($visited{$country} eq “yes”) {
print “<h3>I have been to $country</h3>”;
} else {
print “<h3><i>I have never been to $country.</i></h3>”;
}
}
print “</body></html>”;

2. Save your work.
3. Upload vacation.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the vacation.pl script.
The vacation.pl CGI is executed and displayed, as shown
in Figure 5-6.




 





Figure 5-6: Output of VACATION.PL
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This CGI looks complicated, but it really is quite simple. The @countries
array holds a list of countries. The %visited hash holds a list of countries
that you may or may not have visited; the country name is the key for the
hash.
The foreach loop loops through each member of the @countries list
and uses an if statement to compare it to the %visited hash. If you have
visited the country (the value of %visited that corresponds to the country
is equal to “yes”), the program outputs HTML to that effect.
If you have not visited the country (the value of %visited that corresponds
to the country is equal to anything but “yes”), the CGI outputs this as well.

5. Change the following code that appears in bold in vacation.pl:
1
2
3
4
5

#!/usr/bin/perl
@countries = (“France”, “England”, “Japan”, “Australia”,
“Italy”, “Peru”);
%visited = (“France” => “yes”,

6. Save the file as vacation2.pl.
7. Upload vacation2.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
8. Point your Web browser to the URL of the vacation2.pl script.
The vacation2.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It
should appear similar to Figure 5-7 on the following page.
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Figure 5-7: Output of VACATION2.PL

By adding two countries to the @countries array without
changing the %visited hash, you caused the new countries to be
output to the browser as “not yet visited.” This is because the else
statement is triggered whenever the if statement is false, or—in this
case—whenever $visited{$country} is not “yes.”
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Lesson 5 Summary
► A “loop” is a programming term that refers to a set of instructions that are executed over

and over again according to a specific set of rules. One of the most useful loop structures
in Perl is the foreach loop.
► The format of a Perl foreach loop is foreach $scalar(@array) {some set

of commands}. The foreach loop takes each element of @array in order, places it
into the variable $scalar, and then executes the commands between the curly braces.
► Perl uses logical operations to make decisions about what it should do (or not do) at

various points in your program. In other words, Perl uses logic to do things based on
whether something is true or not.
► The most common syntax for logical statements in Perl is: if (something is true) {do

these commands}
► If the expression in parentheses is true, Perl will execute the commands between the

block of curly braces that immediately follows. If the expression in parentheses is not
true, then Perl will not execute the block of statements and will simply continue on with
the program, past the curly braces ({}).
► Comparison operators can be used to evaluate truth in a logical operation. The

comparison operators for numbers are ==, !=, >, <, >=, and <=. The equivalent
comparison operators for strings are eq, ne, gt, lt, ge, and le.
► One equals sign (“=”) is not the same as two (“==”.) In Perl one equals sign is used to

assign values to a variable. Two equals signs are used to compare two values together
without changing the value of the variable(s) being compared.
► A variable in Perl will evaluate to true if it contains any non-zero values. That is, $a=0

and $a=“0” both evaluate to false in Perl. If $a contains any other value (except the
null value), the variable itself will evaluate as true.
► You may optionally end an if statement with an else statement. Else in Perl means

“if the if statement is false, then do whatever is between the next set of curly braces
instead.”




► Elsif is a combination of an else statement and another if statement and is used if

 

there is more than one alternative to a logical operation.

► You can add as many elsif statements as you want between an if and else





statement. However, remember that the final else command will only be executed if all
other if and elsif statements are false.
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Notes
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Environment Variables
In Lesson 1: Introduction to CGI, you learned that the CGI protocol has three parts:
STDOUT: for getting information from the CGI to the browser
STDIN: for getting information from the browser to the CGI
ENVIRONMENT variables: a special set of variables that a Web server uses
whenever a CGI request is made
In Lesson 3: How Perl Talks to the Browser, you learned some of the ways that Perl can send
data to STDOUT using several variations of the print command. You will now learn about
ENVIRONMENT in detail.

ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT is a special set of variables that a Web server uses to pass information
whenever a browser accesses a CGI. These variables contain interesting information about
the context, or “environment,” in which the CGI request is being made and can answer
questions such as:
“What sort of browser is accessing this CGI?”
“What is the URL of the Web page that contains the link to the CGI?”
“What is the IP address of the machine requesting the information?”

Supplemental
Most of the ENVIRONMENT information is used by the Web server during regular serverbrowser communication. The purpose of the ENVIRONMENT variable set is simply to make
the same information available to the CGI if it needs it. You do not have to use any of the
ENVIRONMENT variables if you do not want to, but they are available if you need them.
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Table 6-1 covers many of the more interesting ENVIRONMENT variables names and
describes the information they contain.

ENVIRONMENT Variable

Contains

CONTENT_LENGTH

The amount of information (in bytes) being
sent from the browser to the CGI via
STDIN.

DOCUMENT_ROOT

The pathname of the root directory of the
Web server.

HTTP_REFERER

The URL of the Web page that contains
the link the user clicked to access the
CGI.
This field is blank if the user types in the
URL directly and does not use a link on a
Web page. (Yes, “referer" is intentionally
misspelled.)

HTTP_USER_AGENT

Information sent by the browser identifying
the type of program making the CGI
request.
Typically, this is specific information
regarding the type of browser being used.
("User Agent" is a technical name for a
Web browser.)

QUERY_STRING

Used with the HTML form “GET” Method.
Contains all of the information in the URL
following the “?” in hexadecimal encoded
format (see below).

REMOTE_ADDR

The IP address of the computer making
the request.

REMOTE_HOST

The name of the computer making the
request. May be blank or may contain a
name (in “somecomputer.domain.com”
format).

REQUEST_METHOD

 

“GET”
“POST”
“HEAD”





Table 6-1: ENVIRONMENT variables
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Specifies the type of request being used:
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%ENV
The ENVIRONMENT variables are accessed in a Perl CGI by using a special hash called
%ENV. Remember that a hash stores information in “key/value” pairs; in the %ENV hash, the
keys are the ENVIRONMENT variable names (the first column in Table 6-1). The values
contain the data set by the Web server automatically when the CGI is accessed.
You do not have to do anything special to get access to %ENV. %ENV is automatically created
by Perl when the Perl program is run by the Web server. To access a particular
ENVIRONMENT variable stored in %ENV, use the usual scalar syntax for hashes:
$remote_host = $ENV{“REMOTE_HOST”};
In the above example, $remote_host is set to whatever value is contained in the
ENVIRONMENT variable named “Remote Host.” All other ENVIRONMENT variables are
accessed in the same manner.
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Exercise 6-1: Displaying the ENVIRONMENT Variable
In this exercise, you will learn how to display all of the values of the %ENV hash using a
foreach loop and the keys function.
1. Open the file environment.pl and add the following lines. If necessary, change the
location of the Perl interpreter on the first line.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

END
foreach $var(keys %ENV) {
print “The variable $var contains $ENV{$var}<br>”;
}
print <<END;

ENV must appear in all caps in order to properly function.

2. Save your work.
3. Upload environment.pl to your Web server and make the script executable.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the environment.pl script.
The environment.pl CGI is executed and displayed. It will
appear vaguely similar to Figure 6-1 on the following page.
However, the values for each variable will differ depending on
your Web server and Web browser configuration. Figure 6-1 is
simply an example of what you could see.
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Figure 6-1: Output of ENVIRONMENT.PL

Using a foreach loop and the keys function, you used a CGI to display
all the current values of the ENVIRONMENT variables. However, because
each Web server, Web browser, and CGI are different, any and all of these
variables are subject to change depending on the situation.
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GET & POST
Although the various %ENV variables such as REMOTE_USER and HTTP_USER_AGENT
contain some interesting pieces of data, most information is passed to a CGI via an HTML
form when the user presses the Submit button. What happens next depends on which form
objects were used (text fields, radio buttons, etc.) and which “method” you used inside your
<FORM> tag (either “GET” or “POST”).
For example:
<form action=“MyFavoriteScript.pl” method=“get”>
or
<form action=“MyFavoriteScript.pl” method=“post”>

6ET Method
When you use the GET method, all of the various HTML form object names and their values
are passed to the CGI. First, the names and values are encoded and then they are appended to
the end of the CGI’s URL as name=value pairs. They are then separated by the ampersand
(“&”) character.
For example, if you have
<form action=“http://www.someserver.com/cgi-bin/
MyFavoriteScript.pl” method=“get”>
with form fields named “field1,” “field2,” and “field3.” When the user presses the Submit
button, the following URL is used to access your script:
http://www.someserver.com/cgi-bin/MyFavoriteScript.pl?
field1=value1&field2=value2&field3=value3

Encoding




In addition to appending the information to the URL of your script, a Web browser will also
encode any “unsafe” characters that might be in either your field names or your values. These
“unsafe” characters can include:
spaces (“ “)
ampersands (“&”)
many other non-alphanumeric characters
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The Web browser automatically encodes the form data for exactly the same reasons that you
encode some special characters in your HTML: to avoid interfering with the HTTP
transmission by using characters reserved for other purposes.

QUERY_STRING
When the Web server receives the appended URL, it takes all of the information that follows
the ? and places it into the QUERY_STRING Environmental variable (see Table 6-1). This
allows the CGI to access the data whenever necessary.

Advantages
The advantage to using the GET method is that because the CGI is accessed with a special
expanded URL that contains all of the data submitted with the form, this URL can be
bookmarked and accessed at a later time without having to fill out the form again. This is
useful when dealing with search engines such as Yahoo! or Google because you can easily
bookmark a particular search and return to it to retrieve fresh data.

Disadvantages
The main disadvantage to using GET is—because the URL contains all of the data submitted
from the form—both the HTTP request and response can be cached by either your Web
browser or a Web server. This means that submitting the same form data more than once
could result in:
getting the same HTTP response back from the Web server
the Web server could get the same request from your Web browser
If the HTTP response is cached you would simply receive the same information you received
the first time you pressed SUBMIT without actually getting new data from the CGI. This is
generally fine with search engines because search results rarely change from one minute to
the next (the database is not that dynamic). But it would be disastrous for a stock market price
ticker, for example, that depends on getting new and updated information every time the CGI
is accessed.




 

If, on the other hand, an HTTP request is cached and resubmitted, you might make accidental
changes to a database or make multiple purchases of the same item. For this reason GET is a
poor method for these types of actions. Web servers will not always cache GET requests, but
according to the HTTP specification, they are allowed to.





A secondary disadvantage to using GET is that some browsers and Web servers have
problems when the requested URL is too long (in excess of several hundred characters). If
your HTML form needs to pass a large volume of information to a CGI, then you should not
use GET.
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Exercise 6-2: Using the GET Method
In this exercise, you will see how using the GET method affects the ENVIRONMENT
variables.
1. Open the file contact.html and add the following code that appears in bold:
1
2
3
4
5

<h3>Yes! Please have a salesman contact me with details about
your fantastic widgets!</h3>
<form method=“get” action=“environment.pl”>
<center>

2. Save the file as contact_get.html.
3. Upload contact_get.html to your Web server.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the contact_get.html file.
The contact_get.html form is displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 6-2.




 





Figure 6-2: Output of CONTACT_GET.HTML
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5. Fill out the contact_get.html form with data and click the Submit button at the
bottom of the page.
The environment.pl CGI is executed and displayed.
The results will be similar to the results in Figure 6-1.
However, pay particular attention to the QUERY_STRING
variable and examine how the data you filled out on the
HTML form was passed to the environment.pl CGI.
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POST
The second method for submitting HTML form data is with the POST method. The only
difference between formatting an HTML form with POST instead of GET is the “method”
attribute inside the <FORM> tag, as in:
<form action=“MyFavoriteScript.pl” method=“post”>
Nothing else needs to change2 from the HTML point of view. The CGI request is handled
quite differently on the Web server side, however. Instead of appending name=value pairs to
the end of the URL (like a GET request), POST requests send the name=value pairs to the
CGI via STDIN. The data is actually sent to the server in the body of the HTTP request
instead of the HEADER (as in GET requests).

Advantages
There are several advantages to using the POST method. First, because no data is appended to
the end of the URL, the link to the CGI is much cleaner when compared to a GET request, as
in:
http://www.someserver.com/cgi-bin/MyFavoriteScript.pl
Because the URL is not modified, POST requests cannot be bookmarked, so there is no way
for a user to re-submit a POST form without filling out a new form and pressing the Submit
button again. This is actually advantageous, because it prevents users (and Web servers!)
from blindly resubmitting forms that never should be resubmitted.

Security for E-commerce
This is why purchasing items over the Internet should always be done using POST requests:
preventing an overactive server from charging a user’s credit card twice for something that he
or she ordered only once simply because the user clicked the Reload button on their browser.




 

2





Except when uploading files, the ENCTYPE attribute within the <FORM> tag needs to be set to
“multipart/form-data,” as in ENCTYPE=“multipart/form-data”.
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Exercise 6-3: Using the POST Method
In this exercise, you will see how using the POST method affects the ENVIRONMENT
variables.
1. Open the file contact.html and add the following code that appears in bold:
1
2
3
4
5

<h3>Yes! Please have a salesman contact me with details about
your fantastic widgets!</h3>
<form method=“post” action=“environment.pl”>
<center>

2. Save the file as contact_post.html.
3. Upload contact_post.html to your Web server.
4. Point your Web browser to the URL of the contact_post.html file.
The contact_post.html form is displayed. It should
appear similar to Figure 6-2.
5. Fill out the contact_post.html form with data and click Submit at the bottom of
the page.
The environment.pl CGI is executed and displayed.
The results will be similar to the results in Figure 6-1.
However, note that the contact_post.html form
elements do not affect the QUERY_STRING
ENVIRONMENT variable whatsoever.
The POST method does not send data to the CGI via the
ENVIRONMENT variables, but instead uses STDIN.
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Using CGI.PM
The method for getting form data into a Perl CGI is actually much easier than you may think
after reading the previous two sections regarding GET and POST. Although the Perl language
pre-dates the World Wide Web, it has become quite adept at handling the requirements of
CGIs by adding specialized modules to the core language that extend its capabilities.
Two of these specialized modules are:
CGI.pm
CGI::Carp.pm

“.pm” is short for “Perl Module” and is the naming convention used for
special modules that make it easier for programmers to perform certain tasks
in Perl. The Perl distribution contains dozens of modules by default, among
them CGI.pm and CGI::Carp.pm.

param Function
The CGI.pm module, written by Lincoln Stein, has numerous special functions that make
inputting, processing, and outputting form data and Web pages much easier. The first
function from CGI.pm about which you will learn is param.
Imagine an HTML form that contains a form element named “tree_name.” Here is an
example of the param function in action:
#!usr/bin/perl
use CGI qw(:standard);
$tree = param(“tree_name”);




Code Analysis

The first line of the example is the standard #! Line, which tells the Web
browser where the Perl interpreter is located (see Lesson 2.)

 

The next line is the proper syntax for telling the Perl interpreter that you want to
“use” the standard functions of the CGI.pm module. (When employing use to
bring in external functions, omit the “.pm” part of the filename.)





The third line uses the param function (short for “parameter”) to place whatever
value was in the “tree_name” form element into the scalar variable $tree.
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That is all that is involved. It does not matter whether the GET or POST method is used, or
whether the information you want is contained in STDIN or %ENV. CGI.pm takes care of all
of those details for you and allows you to assign any form element to any variable you desire.
Examine the following sample code from an HTML Web form and its output, as shown in
Figure 6-3:
<html>
<body>
<form action=“MyFavoriteScript.pl” method=“post”>
What is your name? <input type=“text” name=“name”>
<br>
How old are you? <input type=“text” name=“age”>
<p>
<input type=“submit” name=“submit” value=“submit”>
</body>
</html>




 

Figure 6-3: Output of the filled out MyFavoriteScript form
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